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Technologists and engineers who don't sell or market effectively incur 
multiple risks of failing to get proper funding and staffing for their projects,
of jeopardizing customer relationships, and of developing less than 
compelling products.

During this course, students acquire perspective, methods, and the tools
to lead and support effective marketing and sales efforts. They'll use Direct
Outcomes systems-thinking tools to pinpoint, communicate, and achieve
solutions to fundamental challenges, including what needs to be done,
how well should it be done, who should do it, and what impact it will
have. Each tool provides a straightforward means for generating insight,
choice, and decision making.

The methods and tools are rigorous but qualitative, with application
possibilities that extend beyond marketing and sales. This course can be
valuable for any professional — an individual contributor, team leader,
supervisor, executive, or entrepreneur.

Sample topics:

• Understanding your customer’s wants and needs 

• Communicating effectively what customers need and want to know 

• Helping your customers buy your product 

• Maximizing win-win benefits for your customers and your company 

• Using systems-thinking methods and tools to pinpoint and capture 
key opportunities, and to diagnose and solve problems

Enroll in this course if you are in the fields of:

• Engineering or Product Development

• Marketing or Sales

• Enterprise Leadership

• Customer Service

• Research and Development

• Developing value-propositions for new ventures
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The Instructor

THOMAS J. BUCKHOLTZ, Ph.D., brings extensive technology and marketplace
experience and perspective from leading a $1 billion business unit, to work-
ing in and consulting for startups, leading customer programs that acquire
and deploy technology, serving as chief information officer for a $10 billion
enterprise, and catalyzing three marketplace business practices.

General Information

Location: UCSC Silicon Valley Center, Bldg. 19, Moffett Field.
Please visit www.soe.ucsc.edu/svc for location information.

Dates: 10 meetings: Tuesdays, March 30–June 8, 7–9 pm

Fee: $660
Early Enrollment Fee: $594 through March 16

22176-001 (use course-section number to enroll)


